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From The Sims Wiki, the joint database for The Sims Jump to Navigation Jump to Search Schmoozer is a social feature of The Sims 3. This is contrary to the rebellious line. Schmoozers are really good at being friends with colleagues and sucking up to their bosses. They are well oriented in the corporate landscape. Schmoozer Sims get
more relationship points with the boss and colleagues when communicating. Schmoozer Sims have better results when asking for things from other sims. Compliments are always successful. Interactions, which are regarded as schmoozing, take precedence over other traits, allowing the Evil, Hot Head, Inappropriate and Middle Spirit
Sims to apologize autonomously and with great success. Schmoozers, just like charismatic Sims, have more friendly interactions available when initially engaging in conversation. Become the leader of the free world Become CEO of Mega Corporation Become Super Popular Schmoozers have Schmooze interactions with bosses and
colleagues. Schmoozers can Praise and Flatter other Sims, which gives them a flattered moodlet. Characters can easily make friends with snobs because they are good at complimenting other characters. Characters with this trait who have a job will automatically suck up to the boss or do boss documents if such a command is available.
This trait and/or charismatic trait can be used as a method to reduce the ratio of average hot-headed, Evil, Inappropriate, Grumpy, or Mean-Spirited Sims interactions that will be performed autonomously on other characters due to the large number of friendly interactions that provide traits. Schmoozers are a little more receptive to some
Complain About... Interaction. Schmoozers greatly benefited from holding the communication mainstream while in college. (TS3:UL) Dina Caliente, Vita Alto, Iliana Langerak. Cm. Category:Schmoozers nl:Vlotte babbelaar ru: es:Lambisc'n Go to Trait Links SchmoozerLifetime Wishes: Super Popular, CEO of Mega-Corporation, Golden
Language, Golden Fingers, Leader of Free WorldSims with Schmoozer feature is great for any job that relies on boss and colleagues relationships to determine promotion. Sims will do much better when hanging out with colleagues at work, and groveling to the boss. They'll be better off asking for things. This can go very well with Mooch.
Characters who represent this trait complement others better. It's huge for a politician to get campaign funding. The game description of your sim gets an increased relationship increase with the boss and colleague while dealing. Your character has a schmooze interaction with the boss and colleagues. Your character can praise and
Flatter other characters. Your character has better results when asking for things from other sims. Share your tips about this feature: Are you sure you want to report it? Our Sims Forum is a place where you can answer questions and discussions about the game more quickly. Use the form below, share your experiences and provide
helpful tips for other readers. Go to the beginning of disclaimer: - - the site is not approved or affiliated with Electronic Arts, or its licensees. Trademarks are the property of their respective owners. The Sims and The Sims 3 Logo are trademarks of Electronic Arts, Inc. Game content and materials copyright Electronic Arts Inc. and its
licensees. All rights are reserved. All the original materials on this © Carl's Guides. I have all the EPs. I make a house of 7 Sims, all representing seven deadly sins. Seven Deadly SimsPage 2 7 comments in: Traits, Social Features, Traits from The Sims 3 (basic game), Schmoozers English Edit Share Schmoozer is a social trait in The
Sims 3. This is contrary to the rebellious line. Schmoozers are really good at being friends with colleagues and sucking up to their bosses. They are well oriented in the corporate landscape. Attributes edit source Sim schmoozing Schmoozer Sims get more relationship points with the boss and colleagues when communicating. Schmoozer
Sims have better results when asking for things from other sims. Compliments are always successful. Interactions, which are regarded as schmoozing, take precedence over other traits, allowing the Evil, Hot Head, Inappropriate and Middle Spirit Sims to apologize autonomously and with great success. Schmoozers, just like charismatic
Sims, have more friendly interactions available when initially engaging in conversation. Trait Incompatibility (edit source editing) Possible life wishes edit edit source Become the leader of the free world Become CEO of Mega Corporation Become Super Popular Unlocked Interactions edit source Schmoozers have Schmooze interactions
with bosses and colleagues. Schmoozers can Praise and Flatter other Sims, which gives them a flattered moodlet. The player notes that characters can easily make friends with snobs because they are good at complimenting other characters. Characters with this trait who have a job will automatically suck up to the boss or do boss
documents if such a command is available. This trait and/or charismatic trait can be used as a method to reduce the ratio of average hot-headed, Evil, Inappropriate, Grumpy, or Mean-Spirited Sims interactions that will be performed autonomously on other characters due to the large number of friendly interactions that provide traits.
Schmoozers are a little more receptive to some Complain About... Interaction. Schmoozers greatly benefited from holding the communication mainstream while in college. (TS3:UL) Schmoozers (editing by) Dina Caliente, Vita Alto, Iliana Langerak. Cm. Category:Schmoozers Espa'ol Nederlands, community content is available under CC-
BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Author Theme: Social Features: Friendly VS. Charismatic (Read 9785 times) 253 Thank you 76 Favorite This is my version of Schmoozer Trait from Sims 3 with some changes! (Thank you JkwanP Offer!) Description: Schmoozers are really good at being friends with colleagues and sucking up to their
bosses. They are great in navigation navigation Landscape. Characters with this trait: Get No. 6 Confident Buff while performing actions that use the Charisma skill. Has a 40% chance of getting a casual No.6 Confident Buff; Characters get a confident buff number 2 when around sims who have a random buff; Whims: Go to Work Feeling
Emotion Compliment Sim Level in Charisma Skill Practice Talking in the Mirror Admire yourself in the mirror Give Pep Talk in the Mirror Talk to the Mirror Refresh in the Mirror Practice Pickup Lines in Mirror Skills: Relationships: Friendship Sims Increases 2 Times Faster. Career Performance: - Athlete's Career Performance Increases 1.5
Times Faster. Astronaut careers are up 1.5 times faster. Business career performance increases 2 times faster. - The performance of a criminal career increases 1.75 times faster. - Detective career performance increases 1.5 times faster. - The performance of a doctor's career increases 2 times faster. - The performance of an artist's
career increases 1.25 times faster. - The artist's career is 2 times faster. The productivity of a scientist's career increases 1.75 times faster. - The career performance of a secret agent increases 2 times faster. - Guru's technical career is growing 1.5 times faster. - The performance of a writer's career increases 1.5 times faster. Additional
credits: Made via zerbu mod Designer V3 Filename Size Download Date Schmoozer Trait.zip Key: - File was updated after the download was posted Tip: Can you press the magnifying glass to see the contents of the archive Need help with downloading or installing content? Click here! I have a sim with the Schmoozer trait in my culinary
career. One of the requirements for work is the attitude to the boss. For my first day at work I chose to suck up the boss tone. His relationship with her is now maximum. My question is: is Suck up the boss is going to give a better performance (or the same) than Business as usual? Is there an advantage for Schmoozer Sims to use this
tone regularly? 0 0 sims 3 schmoozer vs charismatic
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